ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY KIT

WHAT WE HAVE

BIGKEYS KEYBOARD
This multi-colored keyboard has bigger than normal keys to make it easier for customers to see letters and select just one key at a time while typing on the computer.

TRACKBALL MOUSE
This mouse is a handheld pointing device that does not require wrist or hand movement, and can be controlled by limited finger movement. It can also be used to control the on-screen keyboard.

ADAPTIVE JOYSTICK
This joystick is a handheld pointing device that requires limited hand movement, with different grips based on customer preference. It can also be used to control the on-screen keyboard.

VIDEO MAGNIFIER
This technology allows a customer to magnify text and images, with the possibility of changing the contrast of the colors for easy discernment.

KEYBOARD TYPING AID
This typing aid can be fitted over an individual’s hand to help select keys on a keyboard or turn the page of an open book.

These assistive technology kits were created and supported by grant funds from the Institute of Museum and Library Services under the provisions of the federal Library Services and Technology Act as administered by the State Library of North Carolina, a division of the Department of Natural and Cultural Resources (IMLS grant number LS-00-17-0034-17).